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What happens when your high school nemesis becomes the shining star in a universe you pretty much saved?
Book blogger Kimberly Long is about to ?nd out. A chick lit enthusiast since the ?rst time she read “Bridget
Jones’s Diary,” Kim, with her blog, “Pastel is the New Black,” has worked tirelessly by night to keep the
genre alive, and help squash the claim that “chick lit is dead” once and for all. Not bad for a woman who by
day ekes out a meager living as a pretty, and pretty-much-nameless, legal secretary in a Manhattan law ?rm.
While Kim’s day job holds no passion for her, the handsome (and shaving challenged) associate down the
hall is another story. Yet another story is that Hannah Marshak, one of her most hated high school
classmates, has now popped onto the chick lit scene with a hot new book that’s turning heads—and
pages—across the land. It’s also popped into Kim’s inbox—for review. With their ten-year high school
reunion drawing near, Kim’s coming close to combustion over the hype about Hannah’s book. And as
everyone around her seems to be moving on and up, she begins to question whether being a “blogger girl”
makes the grade in her off-line life.
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From reader reviews:

Marina Rutt:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to know everything in the world. Each guide has different aim as well as goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They
can be reading whatever they acquire because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person
who don't like examining a book? Sometime, individual feel need book once they found difficult problem or
exercise. Well, probably you will need this Blogger Girl.

Esther Ponce:

The guide with title Blogger Girl has lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of gain after
read this book. This kind of book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this e-book represented
the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the improvement of the
world. This kind of book will bring you in new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book with your
smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Adela Valenti:

Beside this specific Blogger Girl in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or info. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from the oven so don't be
worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Blogger Girl because this
book offers to you readable information. Do you often have book but you don't get what it's facts concerning.
Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable arrangement here cannot be
questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss this? Find this book in addition
to read it from currently!

Michael Clements:

As a student exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library or make
summary for some book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's internal or real their
pastime. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to there but nothing reading
seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring as well as can't see colorful pics on
there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we know that on this age, many
ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore
this Blogger Girl can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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